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Foreword
Steve Clifford, general director, Evangelical Alliance
Yemi Adedeji, director, One People Commission
Churches have met in many different locations
throughout the last 2,000 years, from open air
gatherings, to homes, to spectacular cathedrals.
In the twenty-first century we find these locations
still used, but added to them are converted
shops, engineering factories and industrial
units. On one industrial estate in South London
more than a dozen churches meet on any given
Sunday.
Over the last few years, as we’ve met with
churches of every different background, we
have heard a litany of stories of trials and
triumphs to find somewhere to meet, a place to
call their home, and a base to reach out to the
local community from. Church leaders from our
One People Commission have highlighted the
concerns, the burdens, and even the distress,
that they face in finding places to worship.
When we asked what policy issues required our
attention, this was at the top of the list.
Many churches meet in community or commercial
buildings such as schools or theatres to meet in
with the inherent challenge of setting everything
up and down each week. Other churches meet
in church buildings that are not their own. While
there is potential for significant partnership
between underused buildings and floating
congregations, these are not without their own
pitfalls.
We have also heard from churches that have
been stung by significant costs through rent
reviews or by being forced to move out at the
end of a lease after investing significantly in the
building over previous years. On top of these
stories are the long and often arduous journeys
of churches buying and building their own
property, from tussles with local authorities to

obtain planning permission to escalating costs
and securing finance for the projects.
The challenges facing churches are significant
and the breadth of accounts we have come
across illustrate how necessary a resource
such as this is. But the potential for mission in
collaboration is untapped and the opportunities
for unusual and unexpected developments
should not be underestimated. In this resource
you will read about partnerships for the gospel
that have seen dilapidated buildings come to life
and churches that prayed and persevered until
they had a building that matched their mission.
Bridge Community Church in Leeds is an
example of a church which over many years
pursued a permanent location that suited their
size, activities and mission. Through a remarkable
series of events in recent years they now have
a building they can meet in and serve the
wider community through. When finances were
stretched – God’s provision was evident.
This booklet is an introduction for churches
grappling with property issues. It provides
some advice to help churches navigate the
complexities involved and stories of churches
searching for buildings so their mission can
thrive. Owning a building is not the solution in all
cases, nor always necessary. A building is not
the church and it is vital that as congregations
wrestle with the questions and considerations
related to this that they do not lose sight of God’s
mission and their part in it.
Our hope is that this resource helps churches
of all shapes and sizes. Helps them build firm
foundations as they reach out to make Jesus
known in towns, cities and villages across the UK.
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Introduction
The Evangelical Alliance has around 3,500
member churches across the UK. These range
from churches in traditional denominations,
to networks of churches and individual
congregations established throughout the
twentieth century, to other denominations that
have grown rapidly in the first two decades of the
twenty-first century. Many of this latter group are
made up of black and minority ethnic groups and
do not have the same structures and systems
traditional denominations have developed.
In recent years we have regularly met with church
leaders and heard repeated pleas for help and
support regarding the myriad challenges they
face regarding property and venues for their
congregations. These challenges are particularly
acute for new churches in urban areas that
have experienced significant growth and where
property is often expensive and in short supply.
This booklet provides a starting point to help
churches navigate the intricacies and challenges
that property can involve. We want to help
churches looking for the right place to meet
to worship together, but also help churches
seeking to become bases for mission into their
local community. There is no single solution
for all churches, there are as many solutions as
there are different churches and contexts. But
in the following pages you will find a guide to
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typical experiences, key questions to consider,
resources providing further advice and examples
of churches that have been down this road
before.
Different churches will experience different
challenges at each stage of their growth and
development, our research demonstrates the
testimony of churches that are committed to
having a lasting and powerful witness for Christ
in their community. It illustrates the power of
prayer and of miraculous provision, but also the
importance of professional support and long term
planning.
At one end of the spectrum are churches from
traditional denominations that have property and
buildings that they own, but a declining or small
congregation – they are property rich/member
poor. These churches have often been places
of worship for centuries with denominational
structures that have grown up around their
mission. However, many of these denominations
are closing buildings on a regular basis because
there are too few members to sustain and
support the premises they are in. For member
poor churches maintaining a building can be a
significant burden.
At the other end of the spectrum are new
churches that have few members but also no

property. These churches often start meeting
in the church leader’s house, but as they grow
they become member rich/property poor. This is
the central focus of this resource, to equip these
churches as they seek a more permanent home.
Also in focus are churches that have buildings
that are underused. We want to encourage
and resource them to open their buildings to
churches looking for somewhere to meet. Even
churches that are member rich and property rich
will often have fresh property challenges as their
mission and ministry grows.
In part one of this resource we set the scene
for churches embarking on this journey, posing
some key questions to think about and initial
steps to take.

Part two moves onto the substantive questions
involved in different property options, in each
area we set out the key issues involved, suggest
questions to consider and throughout this
section share case studies of churches that have
navigated property issues.
This resource seeks to be realistic about the
challenges involved – both to financial and
human resources – but also to be hopeful.
The stories shared show the potential for
collaboration and the power of prayer,
professionalism and persistence to equip
churches as they join in God’s mission.
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1. Before you begin

Should buildings matter?
Church communities have always gathered. The
early church met in people’s homes or in the
open air. In countries across the world today
churches still meet in homes and in warmer
climates in the outdoors. But the British climate
is hardly conducive to open air meetings. At a
very practical level, buildings are necessary for
churches to meet in. On a strategic level, they
enable churches to be present and visible in
communities, and for mission, they provide a
base for people to come into and for the church
to be sent out from.
When churches are converted to residential or
commercial use, or taken over by another faith,
Christian witness in a local area is diminished.
Conversely, when a new church is started, or a
secular building is used for worship, mission to
the local area is strengthened.

Scoping your property
project
What kind of property does the
church need?
Take time to think through the needs of the
church at present from the outset as well as the
requirements if it is to flourish in the years to
come. This might mean accepting that the next
location for the church might not be a long term
solution but will enable it to meet and support
mission in the next few years.
Think about conventional arrangements such
as existing church buildings, any possibilities for

sharing premises, renting space on the weekend
from schools or other community buildings as
well as commercial spaces such as cafes or
cinemas outside of normal operating hours. As
a church set out your needs and requirements
before you begin.

What is the vision of the church?
“Unless the Lord builds the house, the
builders labour in vain.” (Psalm 127:1)
It is crucial that churches are rooted in God’s
mission and His leadership. Part of this is seeking
out the vision of the local church for the local
community. Getting the vision of the church
clarified and articulated before you embark on a
property project will help avoid distractions and
frustrations later.
Take time to seek God for vision through prayer
and listening to Him. This might not come
immediately, one of the themes we frequently
heard from churches was the gradual unveiling
of God’s vision for a local church. Listen for what
God is calling you to do now, and what might be
for the future. Share this vision with the church as
the grounding for any property project.

What is the church’s vision for the
local community?
As well as the broad vision of the church think
about what your vision is for the community in
which you are based. What would it look like for
your community to flourish? What would need to
happen for the words of Zechariah to be true for
where you live? “Once again men and women of
ripe old age will sit in the streets of Jerusalem,
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each of them with cane in hand because of their
age. The city streets will be filled with boys and
girls playing there.” As The Message puts it: “a
good city to grow old in” and “a good city to grow
up in” (Zechariah 8:4).
Set out what you want to see in your community
and work out how a building will support you fulfil
this mission.

What would a healthy church look
like in the short term?
Establish short term goals for what you want
to see in the next couple of years. What does
this mean for the congregation and the church
leadership? What are realistic efforts for the
church to take on, and what might be too much
of a stretch? How can the church leadership
support the church as it embarks on a property
project, how can it ensure that it keeps its sight
on the core mission?

What would a thriving church look
like in the decades ahead?
Set out long term goals for the church in line with
your articulated vision. Have a clear idea of what
the church could look like after the completion of
a transformative property project, and how that
will enable mission to thrive, will equip the church
for the journey it is travelling.
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Developing leadership
and the team for the task
Leadership provides the direction to see projects
through to completion, and helps churches
overcome obstacles that may arise. There is a
crucial place for the leaders of a church to cast
the vision for the project they are embarking on
and also to assemble the best team for the task.
This can often mean that the overall church
leader is not the person best placed to drive the
project through. They may not have the skill set
needed and it may be a distraction from their
ministry of leading and pastoring the church
community.
There may be people within the church
congregation who are equipped with the
necessary skills to lead the project. Professional
support in the form of solicitors, planning
consultants, or in the case of building projects,
architects and surveyors maybe required. The
team will need to be trusted to put the vision into
action and turn the ideas into a plan. The role
of a church leader in this task is to provide the
vision, to push past setbacks and be attentive to
key decisions that will remain theirs to take.

Key areas to pay attention to
Every property project is different, but some
issues recur in most cases. Paying attention
to some of these from the start can prevent
problems arising further down the road.

Time
Ensure you allow enough time, as invariably
property related matters take longer than you
expect.

Capacity
Building projects can become all-consuming and
deflect a church from its mission. Acknowledge
the risk of this from the outset, be reasonable
about the expectations and capacity of the team
to work on the project.

Finance
Money should not solely dictate what you do or
don’t do about buildings, but it will often be a
significant factor. When looking to buy premises,
churches may be in competition with commercial
developers that can outbid them. Churches with
excess property may need to sell to the highest
bidder to provide funds but this can come at
the cost of local witness. Newer churches face
further challenges because they may not have
the necessary financial history to apply for loans
or the denominational systems that can provide
support. We have heard repeated stories of
significant sacrificial giving and also of church
leaders who felt compelled to use their personal
homes as security for church projects.

Planning
More details are provided in part two but be
aware from the outset of potential planning
restrictions. Local authorities grant buildings
planning permission for use in specific ways and
it is not always straightforward to change the use.
Churches that have developed a relationship with
their local authority over the years are likely to
find navigating the planning process easier.

External relationships
Because of the scarcity of church buildings
available, there can sometimes be competition

between churches when they do become
available. However, there can also be prospects
for short or long term collaboration. Short
term sharing arrangements will likely be at the
discretion of the host church and they are likely
to exercise control of who they allow to use
their building and when, as well as the activities
permitted.

Denominational issues
Traditional churches will not normally own their
own building, rather they are owned by the
wider denomination. This means that while a
local church may be willing to share its premises
it may have to go through a formal process
and establish a legal arrangement. Different
denominations also have varying rules and
processes for the disposable of buildings they no
longer need.

Legal restrictions
When churches decide to share or lease their
building they will have to comply with the legal
requirements that are set out in their trust deed.
There may also be further restrictions imposed
by the charity commission.

Keeping mission
at the centre
Church buildings often have a legacy of
incredible witness over decades and centuries,
and new or repurposed buildings hold the
prospect of that witness stretching into the future.
Throughout building projects, whether that is
finding somewhere for the church to meet next
week or building a property for the church to
use for decades to come, mission must be at the
forefront of the church’s vision. Churches should
not develop buildings solely as financial assets
or for aesthetic pleasure – although they can be
both those things – but as a base for mission.
The mission of God’s church is to make Jesus
known and where buildings, new and old, serve
this mission they are contributing to His work.
They can be the firm foundation on which a local
church is a witness to its local community.
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2. Finding the
best solution

The typical journey of a
new church
Every church is different, but this is a sketch of
the journey many take.
New churches often encourage people within
their congregation to become pastors and plant
new churches. These leaders will have received
training in theology, pastoral work and calling
because of their gifts, commitment and potential.
It is unlikely they have expertise or have received
training in financial or property matters. New
church leaders often have a high degree of
autonomy in planting the new church and the
congregation often expects them to lead on all
matters including property matters because of
their position.
Such churches often start very small, usually
meeting in the leader’s home. If the church grows
it will seek to hire a small space for worship.
This could be in another church’s building, or a
secular venue such as a school, café or cinema. If
the church continues to grow it will need a larger
space for its main gathering and may also need
space for mid-week meetings and offices.
As churches grow the shortcomings of renting
a space for a few hours a week become
increasingly apparent. These include the lack of
security of tenure, expense, logistics of set-up,
and disruption if the venue is unavailable. At this
point the church may take a lease of a building
for up to 15 years. This will be a significant
change and taking on a lease also has its
drawbacks, for example the premises will still be
14

under the control of landlord. Because of these
drawbacks a church may take on a property on a
long leasehold basis (up to 999 years) or acquire
a freehold.
It is likely at this stage the church will have more
financial and people resources, although it is
likely to still stretch the congregation. At each
stage of a church’s growth new issues will arise
and these are covered in the sections below.

Different types of building
use by churches
House church
A new church, meeting in a church leader’s
home, has the advantage of flexibility and lack of
expense. This arrangement will work well initially
but the limitations will become apparent as the
church grows. There are only so many people
who can meet in a domestic living room.
Modern technology can enable creative
solutions for churches that do not have access
to a dedicated church building. For example,
the pastor can video-call the congregation,
and new churches use this for prayer and
mid-week meetings. Meeting virtually clearly
has its limitations, it does not provide the
opportunity to build relationships that in person
meetings enable. Furthermore, it is harder for
church members to support each other and to
encourage each other in mission. It also lacks a
place to invite non-Christians to and it does not
provide any visibility to the local community.

Short term renting
This is often the first stage of development for a
growing church and is also known as having ‘a
licence’.

Case study: Crossway Christian Centre, Elephant
and Castle
The purpose built Crossway Christian Centre
opened in February 2017 and cost over £4m.
The centre has two worship spaces one for
around 100 people and one for around 60.
In addition, there are two meeting rooms, a
prayer room, an eating area and a church
office. The Crossway Christian Centre is
currently used by 12 congregations. Crossway
Christian centre runs on the principle that the
church is a family and you should share with
your neighbours (Exodus 12:4).
Crossway is a United Reformed Church (URC)
with 19 members. Their vision is to be a
seed-funder of other churches/programmes,
and they contribute to this by charging a
charitable rate to all non-commercial lets in
their building. Crossway owns the freehold of
the centre and the intention is that the income
generated by sharing the centre should be
used to pay for the expenses of the property.
The church hopes to operate on a 999
principle: 90 per cent occupied between 9am
and 9pm (currently at about 60 per cent). The
aim is that a broad range of churches and likeminded organisations should use the centre
so that Crossway is not dependent on any
one source of income. Another key driver is
that the centre should be operated relationally
and in a way that glorifies God, Crossway
sees itself as a host not a landlord.
The minister worked hard to develop good
community links by going to all public
meetings affecting Elephant and Castle
including community and neighbourhood
meetings. The church gave him a hospitality
budget of £1,000 a year so he could buy the

contacts a coffee or modestly priced lunch.
He spent approximately 20 hours a week
on community development. He became
Borough Dean and chaplain to Southwark
Council. All these relationships helped when it
came to the development of the new centre.
The church previously held a freehold in the
neighbourhood, which the council wished
to redevelop in conjunction with Lendlease.
Following negotiation between the Southern
Synod Trust of URC and London Borough
of Southwark, it was decided that a modern
equivalent of the original Crossway building
be provided.
The old church was going to be demolished
as part of the redevelopment. The
council signed a binding agreement with
Lendlease, under which the council agreed
to give Lendlease vacant possession of the
development area by September 2016. The
agreement was signed on 7/7/2012. This
gave Crossway a negotiating lever. In the
end the Crossway land was not compulsorily
purchased. Instead, the council had to provide
a modern equivalent of the original Crossway
building under the Heads of Terms agreement
that they entered into.
The URC denomination could have sold the
old building and the manse for a considerable
capital sum. However, the URC denomination
shared the vision of having an effective
church presence in the Elephant and Castle
area.
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What is a licence for use?
A licence provides for a church to use
a building for a particular purpose at a
particular time. The licence sets out the
agreement for usage between the licensor
and the licensee.
In seeking premises for use, a church should
think about the practicalities involved.
• W
 hat are the public transport links and parking
arrangements?
• Does the venue have disabled access?
• W
 ill you have sufficient time to set-up and setdown?
• Will you be able to use catering facilities?
• Is there storage you can use for equipment
between meetings?
• Are you able to use notice boards?
• W
 ill you be able to use rooms after the service
for other meetings?

It will often be necessary to compromise in order
to find the venue that is most acceptable.
If a church is renting space from another church
it should think through and discuss the type of
relationship it will involve. Sometimes this can
be comparable to a landlord/tenant commercial
relationship, but it can also be more than a
legal relationship. When churches agree to
work as host and guest they provide the basis
for shared mission as well as understanding of
the challenges and complications that might be
involved. Also pay attention to more relational
aspects: are these people we can get on with?
Sometimes commercial premises can be
available at a low cost because they might not
be otherwise in use on a weekend, or they may
be empty pending redevelopment. There may
be a desire from commercial entities to give
something back to the community and this might
be reflected in a reduced price, and it might
also be a way of relieving the landlord of paying
business rates. When space is scarce it may be
necessary to pay a commercial rent.

A checklist if you are arranging a hiring or licensing arrangement:
• Ensure any agreement is made in writing.
• Check the terms of the licence.
• Will the premises be available every week?
• Is the pricing competitive?
• Are there any restrictions on use? (eg how loud
can the worship be?)
• How long will the licence last?
• Is the other party someone we can have a
longterm relationship with?
• Are there arrangements and regular
meetings for resolving difficulties?
• Does the licence reflect the needs of both
parties?
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• Does the licence make proper stipulation
about beginning and ending?
• Does the licence make proper stipulation
about tidying up and removal of rubbish?
• Is parking properly covered?
• How often can you request the space when
the other party wants it?
• Is the licence fee properly costed? Does it
cover maintenance cost? Does it cover the cost
of a caretaker?
• Are there any denominational requirements?

Case study: King’s Cross Church
King’s Cross Church is an Anglican church
and rents property from the nearby Ethiopian
Church for Sunday worship. The church
desired to serve the local community during
the week as well as having space for offices.
Close to where they met on a Sunday the
church was offered a 5,000 sq ft space rent
free on the understanding that it would vacate
the premises at short notice. The free rent
was offered so the landlord did not have to
pay empty premises business rates. Between
2012 and 2015 King’s Cross Church occupied
this space and during this period the space
available tripled in size.
The space was used to reach out to the
King’s Cross community, adopting a generous
approach to the use of the space and invited
partner and like-minded organisations to use
the space on a donation basis. A wide range
of ministries, some Christian but not all, used
the space with the focus on working for the

Planning permission
In order for a building to be used for
public worship it must have D1 planning
permission. In the absence of this it will
be unlawful to use the building for public
worship. (See pages 21-22 for more on
planning permission.)
There are obvious limitations to this type of
arrangement. It will usually be necessary to setup for church every week and often necessary to
store equipment offsite. It will also be necessary
to leave the venue ready for use by the next user.
A licence agreement may also only allow limited
facilities for the church to meet following the
service. This may relate to limitations of space or
permission to use catering facilities.
In the development of this resource we met
with a number of churches that currently or
previously used buildings on licence for their

local community. This included a co-working
space, a foodbank, debt counselling, Mum’s
the Word, Only Connect, as well as a cinema
for the homeless. The space brought people
into contact with the church, but primarily with
the ministries based there.
The church had to obtain temporary changeof-use D1 planning permission for community
use. The building was very run down, and
the church made creative use of the space.
Ultimately the landlord required the space
for redevelopment, but due to the good
relationship that had built up, the church
received reasonable notice to enable the
ministries to relocate. The various ministries
now operate out of different church buildings
and community centres in the area, but for
a season this building provided an effective
space for the church’s ministry to the local
community.

church meetings. A number of common issues
were recounted that made the arrangement
difficult. These included having sufficient time
to set-up the venue before the service, having
to leave swiftly at the end of the meeting, the
lack of storage and the necessity of returning
the building to its original state for the next user.
These issues can usually be resolved by a clear
agreement between licensor and licensee and
through regular meetings between both parties.
Other difficulties that were encountered by
churches with licence arrangements with both
church and commercial licensors included
revoking the availability of the building at short
notice and the overrunning of earlier bookings.
For churches providing licences to other
congregations some of these factors can be
eased by factoring costs such as a caretaker
and cleaning into the overall cost of renting the
space.
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Leases – from a few
months to 15 years
Leases, whether from a commercial landlord or
another church or denomination, give churches
security of tenure and exclusive possession.
They allow churches to plan ahead and know the
costs for usage during the course of the lease.
What is a lease?
A lease is a legal agreement giving the user
exclusive use of the premises and security
of tenure. Leases are for a set period of
time granted by the landlord and there
are responsibilities on both landlord and
leaseholder.
There are many benefits for churches holding the
lease on a premises, the exclusive use enables
them to set-up and install equipment and not
need other facilities for storage. It also means the
church has a visible presence in the community
for mission and outreach.
Leases involve a long term relationship between
the two parties so it is important there is a good
working relationship. It is also vital leases are
carefully agreed, usually with the support of
professional advice. This is because aspects

of the lease could be used against the church
tenant throughout the term and place restriction
on usage. If the relationship is poor it can lead to
increased likelihood that the landlord will look for
alternative tenants who will pay more rent at the
end of the term.
Churches looking to take a lease from another
church should exercise the same level of care
as they would with a commercial landlord.
Relationships between churches can also
breakdown, and the resultant complications can
be painful for all involved as well as damaging to
local witness.
When agreeing a lease consider the following
as a starting point:
• Can you use the building for what you want to
use it for? In particular has it got appropriate
planning permission for worship?
•

Can you worship when you want to worship?
Are there restrictions on noise levels or car
parking at certain times?

Most of these matters will be determined by the
details of the lease as well as by planning law.
Leases also mean that churches take on
significant liabilities, including the need to pay
rent to the landlord throughout the term of the
lease regardless of whether the building is in use.
It is also necessary to return the building to the

Case study: House of Resurrection, Mitcham
House of Resurrection, Mitcham (HOR)
entered a 10-year lease on some commercial
units in south-east London. The premises
would be used for meetings on Sunday
and offices during the week. At the time
HOR entered the lease, the premises had
B1 planning use (i.e. as offices). In addition,
residents had already complained about
the noise at the premises. The residents
continued to complain about the noise.
HOR applied for D1 planning use (i.e. use for
worship), but the application was refused.
HOR then spent a substantial amount of
money on professional fees, sound proofing
and double glazing. It then made a new
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application. The application was refused but
was successful on appeal. At the next rent
review, the landlord sought to almost triple
the rent on the basis that the building now
had D1 planning permission and was a much
better building principally because of the
sound proofing and double glazing. Following
stressful negotiations, a new rent was agreed
at just less than 30 per cent more than
the original rent. Pastor Kola says that with
hindsight, he would not take on a lease that
did not have planning permission for worship
and that he would obtain professional advice
about planning at a much earlier stage.

landlord at the end of the lease in the condition
it was when the lease commenced. However,
as a point of land law, all improvements to the
property accrue to the freeholder so that in the
absence of specific stipulation to the contrary
the landlord or freeholder can take the benefit
of any improvements without reimbursing the
leaseholder at the end of the term.
Churches often take on a lease on dilapidated
buildings for a low rent. The church then spends
considerable money improving the building,
either structurally or by installing PA equipment,
furnishings, heating and lighting. What we have
seen in several cases is that these improvements
can be used to justify increased rent at any rent
review, even when the tenant has paid for them.
Such issues can often be avoided by having
specific terms in the lease agreeing that tenant’s
improvements will not be considered in any
future rent review.

Other points to consider in taking on a lease:
• How will the location serve the mission of the
church? A building on an isolated industrial
site may provide a good meeting place on a
weekend but limit opportunities for mission to
the local community.
•

Would it be more cost effective to lease a
building for the church office and mid-week
meetings and have a licence arrangement for
the church to use for their main service?

Taking on a lease means the church will be
subject to a higher level of regulation in areas
such as health and safety, fire prevention, parking
and congestion, noise, food safety, waste and
litter, and signage. Ensure that as a church you
have considered the impact of these matters on
people and financial resources.
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A checklist to consider before taking on a lease:
• Check the terms of the lease.
• Can you afford the rent?
• W
 hat are the terms about rent reviews? Will
your improvements be factored into any rent
increases?
• C
 an you use the premises as you wish? Can
you use the premises for worship? Are there
any restrictions on use?
• W
 hat are your obligations at the end of
the lease? Are you obliged to reinstate the
premises as they were when you took on the
lease?
• W
 hat planning laws impact your use of the
building?
• C
 an you use the building for worship – does it
have D1 planning use?
• W
 hat restrictions are put on the building? E.g.
parking, noise.
• H
 ave there been any previous complaints from
local residents?
• R
 esearch the history of the building and how it
has previously been used.

planning permission, or listed building consent,
or Ecclesiastical Exemption (which applies to
Anglican, Catholic and Methodist churches)?
• D
 on’t underestimate the difficulties and cost
of obtaining planning permission for change
of use to allow the building to be used for
worship. If possible, make it a condition of the
lease that planning permission is obtained.
(I.e. the lease is not granted until planning
permission is obtained.)
• T
 ake professional advice from people who are
specialists in the field (e.g. surveyors. solicitors
and / or planning consultants).
• A
 re there any particular denominational
requirements?
• What are the charity law considerations?
• What does your governing document say?
• W
 hat impact will the location of the building
have on your ministry into the community?
• C
 an you have a good relationship with the
landlord over a long period of time?

• If you wish to alter the building, do you require

Questions to consider about leases by the church if they are the landlord:
• Is the letting consistent with your governing
document?

• D
 oes the tenant have satisfactory financial
standing to be able to afford the rent?

• D
 oes the letting comply with your obligations
as a charity? (For example, are you obliged
to obtain a market rent or does an exception
apply?)

• Are there any denominational requirements?
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• H
 as appropriate professional advice been
taken?

Navigating planning law in England
Churches require D1 planning permission for any
building they wish to use for public worship.

Planning framework
In general, a change of use from office use (B1),
or industrial use (B2) to use in connection with,
public worship or religious instruction (D1) will
require planning permission.
There have been several planning reforms to
deregulate the planning system and hand over
more power to local authorities. The purpose of
these reforms is to ‘reduce planning burden and
support economic growth’ in the local area. To
remove unnecessary barriers to growth in local
areas, the government has introduced two tools,
as follows:
Use Classes Order
The Use Classes Order 1987 is secondary
legislation that defines broad classes of use
for buildings. When a change of use does
not involve a ‘material’ change, therefore not
considered a ‘development’, changes within
the same Use Class will not require planning
permission. Use Classes fall within four main
categories, as detailed in The Town and Country
Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 schedule.
Permitted Development
Another piece of legislation, the General
Permitted Development Order 1995, gives
planning permissions for specified changes
of use between some use classes in the Use
Classes Order. These changes are classes
as ‘permitted development’, and they are
listed here: https://www.planningportal.co.uk/
info/200130/common_projects/9/change_of_
use/2
Locally, there is scope for local planning
authorities to extend the types of permitted
development that do not require a planning
application. There are two additional tools that
will allow some local variations:
Local Development Order (LDO)
LDOs provide an additional layer of permitted
development rights on top of those, which are
established by central government as mentioned

above. LDOs are an enabling and permissive
planning tool and they create a permitted
development framework for particular activities
within a certain location. Planning permission in
areas where an LDO is in place can be obtained
by following the normal planning application
process.
Neighbourhood Development Order (NDO)
NDOs provide a strategic vision for the wider
area which is set by the local planning authority.
This means that NDOs can grant planning
permission for specified developments in
a neighbourhood area. Once an NDO is
established, any development that falls within the
types of development covered by the order will
not require a planning permission.
Prior to starting any planning application process,
it would be useful to find out from the council
about the existence of any LDO or/and an
NDO, which may make a planning application
unnecessary, or help speed up the process of
obtaining a planning permit.

B1 or B2 to D1
Converting premises use from B1 or B2 Use Class
to D1 Use Class does not fall under the General
Permitted Development Order 1995 or under
the Use Classes Order 1987. This means that
planning permission will ordinarily be required.
A change of use from B1 or B2 to D1 can be
difficult because some aspects of this conversion
can be controversial and subject to objections
by the local community. Some reasons why this
conversion may be difficult are listed below:
1.

The loss of B1/B2 spaces to D1 spaces may
be perceived as detrimental to the growth of
the local economy.

2. A place of worship, which attracts a large
number of people into an area, will likely
require substantial car parking provision.
Residents in the immediate neighbourhood
may not welcome the prospect of having
to compete for parking spaces on a regular
basis.
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3. The potential effect of a large number
of people gathering in a location on a
regular basis may include noise problems,
which may impact negatively on the local
neighbourhood.
Note: different rules apply in Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland.

Best practice/guidelines
Prior to entering into a lease or acquiring a
freehold, research should be made into the
planning history of the site (including any
changes of use).
Prior to starting a formal planning application,
speak to the council’s planning officers to find out
any potential concerns that may arise. This is to
ensure that the planning application can address
these concerns directly and sufficiently.
1.

Develop a good understanding of all relevant
local policies and restrictions by consulting
with the local planning authorities (LPA).

2. Establish a good relationship with the
planning officers through clear and regular
communication. Following the planning
reforms, local authorities are now given more
power to extend or restrict the permitted
development rights. A trusting and good
relationship with the planning authority will
facilitate the planning application process.
3. Establish good relations with the local
councillors and local MP.
4. Address the main concerns of use conversion
from B1/B2 to D1, including but not limited to
the following:
• L
 oss of employment opportunity - conduct
substantive research into the economic and
employment history of the area in order to
demonstrate that no employment opportunities
would be lost as a direct result of the
conversion of use from B1/B2 to D1.
• N
 oise problem - demonstrate how this may be
mitigated through sound proofing of building,
etc. in the planning submission.
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• P
 arking problem - conduct a survey of the
surrounding area and roads to establish that
there would be sufficient parking provision in
the area corresponding to the expected size of
the congregation; and to demonstrate that such
use conversion will not result in undesirable
disruption to the roads and nearby traffic.
5. 	Communicate and provide evidence of
potential benefits and positive contribution
that the conversion would bring to the local
community.
6. Always obtain professional advice and only
appoint professional practices to support the
planning application process. If obtaining Pro
Bono advice, ensure that these are from a
professional and regulated organisation/body
(see a list of suggested organisations in the
additional resources section).
7. If you are the leaseholder, get the landlord’s
support; and make sure that all agreements
with the landlord relating to the lease and any
plans to convert use are put down in writing
clearly.

If your application is turned down:
1.

If an application is refused the first time, a
resubmission to the Local Planning Authority
(LPA) may be made within 12 months of
the decision free of charge. When working
on a resubmission, applicants will have
the opportunity to discuss reasons for
refusal with the local authority and alter the
proposals to make it more acceptable.

2. If the applicant feels that the decision by
the LPA is unreasonable, an appeal may be
made. There is no fee for appealing.
3. Appeals must be made through the Planning
Inspectorate who manages and decides on
each case. Appeals can be on paper or at a
hearing.
4. Where possible, however, applicants
should try to discuss reasons for refusals
with the local authority and find ways to
alter the proposals in order to make it more
acceptable.

Case study: Revival Christian Church of Enfield
Revival Christian Church of Enfield (RCCE)
meets in a converted HSBC bank which still
has a vault protected by steel doors. The
sanctuary of the church can accommodate
120 people, and there are also church offices
and meeting rooms. Prayer meetings regularly
take place in the building and the Korean
Church also uses the building for prayer. Most
of the congregation live in the local area and
the building is used as a community space.
Before planting RCCE in 2009, the pastor had
been the assistant minister for prayer at Jesus
House. For the first year, the church met in an
Anglican church hall every Sunday afternoon
after the Anglican church had finished their
service. Lack of flexibility around timings and
storage space restricted the church’s growth
and the church looked for an alternative venue.
RCCE moved to the Dugdale Centre, a theatre
in central Enfield which was shared with
another church. Here they also had restricted
time for their service to set-up and set down,
the timings also restricted opportunities for
fellowship after the meeting.
In October 2010, they looked to buy the
HSBC bank building for £1.5m. The building
was eventually offered to the church for £1.5m
on terms that required a £450,000 deposit
that would be forfeited if the sale did not
complete. The church would have six months
to find the balance of the purchase price.
RCCE could not enter into this agreement, not
least because they only had £40,000.
Following months of negotiation and prayer
the owners agreed to sell the building for
the same price but only required a deposit of
£50,000 – still forfeitable on non-completion.
The agreement required RCCE to arrange
finance for the balance and obtain planning
permission to use the building for worship.
The pastor of the church used his own home
as personal security to cover any losses that
might occur if the purchase did not proceed.

With the assistance of a planning consultant the
church applied for planning permission straight
away and, subject to conditions, this was
granted. The church satisfied these conditions,
reapplied and was able to use the building
under licence for worship from February 2011.
RCCE had difficulties raising finance because
banks required a three-year track record, banks
were also concerned that the church was
funded by members’ donations so the income
was not certain week to week. In addition
RCCE was still being established as a charity
and had not existed long enough to have
prepared annual accounts.
The church was unable to meet the original
completion date, but received short extensions
until in May 2011 an offer of financing for just
over £1m was made from HSBC. This still left
the church needing to raise £400,000.
The church faced the pressure of constant
deadlines that they were unable to meet.
Despite applying to trusts and individuals
for funding; did not make any progress. An
anonymous donor eventually gave them
£200,000 and HSBC agreed to defer payment
of the balance (a further £200,000) for two
years. The deal was eventually agreed, helped
by a personal relationship between the seller’s
business advisor and the HSBC representative.
The seller eventually reduced the balance
owed to £150,000, HSBC agreed to an
additional loan, and the church were able to
sell a five inch strip of land for £75,000, which
together with some additional cash the church
held meant they could cover the payment.
The pastor testifies to God’s good provision
throughout this process. This is despite the
considerable stress he experienced, with the
risk of the purchase collapsing and with that the
prospect of the church losing its deposit, legal
fees and the pastor his own home. Since 2011
the church has met all their payments and has
been open for worship since February 2011.
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A permanent place
for a church
There are limitations on having a lease, for
example the lease itself is likely to contain
restrictions and obligations that often work in the
landlord’s favour. There are likely to also be rent
reviews every three to five years on long term
leases. These are problems that are overcome if
the church owns the freehold or has a long lease
(i.e. a lease that charges nominal annual rent and
gives security of tenure for an extended period,
sometimes as long as 999 years).
Obtaining a freehold or a long lease provides the
church with a permanent presence and a visible
demonstration of commitment to the community.
While it provides the church with a financial asset,
it can also be a potential source of liability that is
costly to maintain.
Either a freehold or a long lease will require the
church to raise a large capital sum, sometimes at
short notice, to acquire the building they want.
Often mortgages can be arranged but traditional
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lenders sometimes are not used to working
with churches. To obtain a large loan it will be
necessary to satisfy the lender that the church
will be able to pay the mortgage. This can be a
challenge for churches where faith principles are
a key component of financial management which
can clash with lenders’ typical approach. Banks
will also usually require three years’ accounts
before considering making a loan which can be a
challenge for new churches.
Sometimes part of the purchase price can
be deferred over several years meaning it
doesn’t need to be raised all at once, but this
can place a continued burden on the church
to keep on raising funds in successive years.
Churches often rely on sacrificial giving from their
congregation to fund property projects. There
are Christian organisations, such as Stewardship,
which provide advice for churches in such
situations, and Christian banks such as Kingdom
Bank and Triodos that are likely to be more
understanding of the situations churches face.
Some denominations also have funds for capital
projects or are able to guarantee loans.

Case study: St Peter’s Centre, Loughborough
St Peter’s Centre, Loughborough is an
Anglican church which was established in
1911 but was never finished because of the
war. It became dilapidated to the extent it
was almost derelict before recently being
refurbished by Elim Loughborough and Open
Heaven Church.
The refurbished church building, with a large
worship space, two new floors suspended in
the previous structure for meeting rooms and
offices and a café in the entrance, is shared by
the two churches. They also share equipment
and running costs and the centre is managed
by a committee made up of representatives
from both churches.
This significant partnership came about
through strong relationships in the town and a
history of the two churches working together.
Open Heaven had historically used the old
Elim church building for its mid week events,
while renting alternative space for Sunday
meetings. The strong personal relationship
between the two leaders created the high
level of trust required for this type of project,
and the wider unity movement of churches
in Loughborough is an example of churches
working well together.
St Peter’s, although dilapidated and
deconsecrated was still a listed building. In a
demonstration of generosity and commitment
to Christian worship and witness the Church
of England decided not to sell to the highest
bidder but to another church in the town. In the
end four or five churches offered to buy the
building but in a spirit of cooperation agreed to
bid the same amount. The Church of England
then decided which bid offered the best
ministry plan for the building and the town.
Elim had outgrown their own building and
Open Heaven had no building of their own,
and building on their existing relationship,
they put in a joint proposal to the Church of
England. A key part of the ministry plan was
that each church would continue in its own

right, there was no intention of merging, just a
sharing of space effectively.
The Elim pastor led the project including
applying for planning permission and to
reduce costs Open Heaven and Elim did
much of the work themselves. When the
building was bought the purchase was subject
to planning permission being granted so the
only financial exposure was professional fees.
Elim paid 62 per cent of the cost of the
building and its refurbishment with Open
Heaven paying the remaining 38 per cent.
Elim took the title deeds of the building but
held it on trust for itself and Open Heaven.
The building is shared on a 50/50 basis with
running costs equally split.
The two churches agreed that for the first year
one would hold morning meetings and the
other would meet in the evening, and then
swap for the second year before agreeing
which they preferred. Separate meetings of
the two churches agreed without conflict that
Open Heaven would meet in the morning
and Elim in the evening. A policy of ‘flexibility
within certainty’ helps the churches manage
the arrangement. In practice this means Open
Heaven have use of the building on Monday
and Tuesday evenings while Elim use it on
Wednesday and Thursdays, and they alternate
weekends. When one church needs to use
it when it ‘belongs’ to the other requests are
usually granted.
Open Heaven and Elim moved into the
St Peter’s Centre in July 2013 and the
partnership has continued to work well with
the new Elim pastor. There have not been
theological issues because their similarities
outweigh their differences, aided by the fact
that they are both members of the Evangelical
Alliance, united by its basis of faith. The
partnership has enabled both churches to
develop new ministries and have a visible
presence in the town.
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A checklist to consider before purchasing a building:
• H
 ow will you fund the purchase? Can you afford
it? What deposit will you need? What are the
terms of any loans?
•
• What are your ongoing financial obligations?
What is the impact on cash flow? Can you afford •
them? How will you fund them?
• D
 oes the building need extensive repairs? Will
you need a plan for repairing/ maintaining the
building?
• What are the likely maintenance costs?
• How will you insure the building?
• W
 hat planning restrictions is the building subject
to? Can you use the building as you wish?
• Is the building subject to listed buildings
consent or the ecclesiastical equivalent?
• Have you got the right professional team,

Sharing ownership
Sometimes churches can reduce the cost of
acquiring the freehold of a church building by
purchasing it jointly with another church. This
is the approach successfully adopted by Open
Heaven, a Pioneer Network Church, and Elim in
Loughborough.
Established denominations are sometimes willing
to share their buildings with churches from other
denominations. These arrangements don’t
necessarily mean the ownership of the freehold
is shared but enable longer term partnership.
Two mechanisms exist for formal arrangements.
First through Local Ecumenical Partnerships
(LEPs). These come in a variety of guises,
but each are a situation when more than one
Christian denomination is working together over
the long term under a formal agreement. LEPs
include places where local churches share their
congregational life or share buildings or covenant
together within chaplaincies or other situations.
The Sharing of Church Buildings Act 1969
provides for an alternative formal mechanism for
churches sharing premises. The arrangements
can be quite technical but allow for churches to
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for example solicitors, surveyors, planning
consultants (if needed), accountants, any others?
 re there any denominational considerations in
A
purchasing the building?
 ho will take title to the building on behalf of
W
the church?

• W
 hat does your governing document say about
buying a building? Do any formalities have to be
complied with?
• W
 ill you need consent from the Charity
Commissioners? What impact does Charity law
have?
• W
 ho are your neighbours? Will your neighbours
cause any difficulties?
• W
 ho will manage the acquisition on behalf of
the church?

enter into an arrangement for existing or new
buildings. The Act permits a charity to put its
funds into a building owned by another charity,
something which otherwise would not be
permitted under charity law.
To make use of the provisions of the Sharing of
Church Buildings Act churches must be part of
the ‘Gazetted church list’. This includes traditional
denominations, but other churches can be added
to the list if they are members of a relevant
organisation, this includes the Evangelical
Alliance (along with Churches Together in Britain
and Ireland, and Affinity). To become part of the
gazetted list, churches must apply to the relevant
body and that body then posts a notice in the
London Gazette. More information on this is
available from Churches Together in Britain and
Ireland and a link is in the additional resources
section of this publication.
Other ways that churches may enter into sharing
arrangements include bespoke agreements,
such as with St Peter’s Centre in Loughborough.
When a sharing agreement relates to ongoing
use of a property or ownership it will be
necessary for professional advice to be sought
and legal agreement reached and recorded.

The spiritual dynamic
The significance of prayer cannot be over stated,
when concerned with the direction and details
of any property project, especially one which
involves substantial financial commitment and
energy from the church over a period of years.
Jesus taught in Luke 14:28-30: “Suppose one
of you wants to build a tower. Won’t you first sit
down and estimate the cost to see if you have
enough money to complete it. For if you lay the
foundation and are not able to finish it, everyone
who sees it will ridicule you saying, ‘This person
began to build and wasn’t able to finish.’”
We have heard stories of churches having to
close because they are unable to raise the
funds required to buy the premises they set their
sights on. We are also aware that church leaders

sometimes use their own personal property as
security to obtain finance for a church building.
This means they could lose their own home,
and for this reason some denominations prohibit
pastors from giving personal guarantees. There
can also be a heavy emotional cost involved
even when the venture is eventually successful.
Sometimes leaders look back on the path they
have travelled with regret at mistakes made,
and at other times with thanksgiving for God’s
strength giving them the perseverance to carry
the project through to completion.
We have also heard incredible accounts of
God’s miraculous provision, of buildings that
became available unexpectedly, funding from
unconventional sources and church buildings
prompting effective witness to their communities.

Property projects can transform
the witness of the church. They
provide a visible presence in
local communities and a base for
mission.
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Additional resources
Who can help?

The following organisations, publications and
websites are listed for your information. While
we have sought to provide relevant and helpful
additional resources we are not responsible for
the content of these links or the organisations
mentioned.

Lawyers Christian Fellowship https://lawcf.org/

Planning permission

ChurchBuild http://www.churchbuildingprojects.
co.uk/

When is permission required?
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/when-ispermission-required

Reliance Bank https://www.reliancebankltd.com/

A beginner’s guide to planning permission and
permitted development
https://www.realhomes.com/advice/a-beginnersguide-to-planning-permission-and-permitteddevelopment
Use Classes Orders
http://www.knightfrank.co.uk/resources/
commercial/manchester-use-classes-order.pdf
Appeals – government guidance
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/appeals#planningappeals--general
Appeals - overview
https://www.planningportal.co.uk/info/200207/
appeals/107/introduction_to_appeals/3
Planning appeals – England
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/677953/Procedural_Guide_
Planning_appeals_version_1.pdf
Local Development Order
https://www.local.gov.uk/sites/default/files/
documents/appendix-ldo-technical-ad-53c.pdf
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Christian organisations:
Stewardship https://www.stewardship.org.uk/
Church Growth Trust https://churchgrowth.org.uk/

Christian financial providers:
Kingdom Bank https://www.kingdom.bank/
Triodos https://www.triodos.co.uk
Allchurches Trust https://www.allchurches.co.uk
List of Pro Bono planning services:
LawWorks
RTPI’s Planning Aid programme
Bar Pro Bono Unit

Guidance for charities
– Charity Commission
websites
General guidance
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/charity-land-andproperty
How to buy or rent
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/charity-land-andproperty#how-to-buy-or-rent-charity-land-andproperty
How to sell or lease
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/charity-land-andproperty#how-to-sell-or-lease-charity-property

Mortgages secured against land
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/charity-land-andproperty#mortgages-and-loans-secured-againstyour-charitys-property

The Methodist Church
Letting property and third-party use

Charity land who should hold title
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/charity-land-andproperty#charity-land-who-should-hold-the-title

Includes information on:

Reports
Guide for faith premises
Developed by Southwark Council to aid faith
groups in the planning process. Contains useful
information not limited to Southwark.
https://www.southwark.gov.uk/assets/
attach/1445/Guide_for_faith_premises_in_
Southwark.pdf
Responding to the needs of faith xommunities:
places of worship (final report)
Contains useful information about how planning
authorities respond to faith needs.
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/
places_of_worship_report_2008.pdf
Faith Groups and the Planning System
https://faithandplacenetwork.files.wordpress.
com/2015/10/hum021015ar-policy-briefing-dbl1.
pdf
Faith groups and meeting places: evidence
based study
https://www.lbbd.gov.uk/sites/default/files/
attachments/Faith-groups-and-meeting-placesevidence-base-study.pdf

Denomination websites
All contain useful information about leases and
licences which is of general application.
Church of England - London Diocese
https://www.london.anglican.org/kb/lettingchurch-halls-parish-properties/
Baptists
https://www.baptist.org.uk/Groups/220732/
Property.aspx

https://www.tmcp.org.uk/property/lettingproperty-and-third-party-use
• Lease, licence or a one-off hire
• T
 he grant of a lease of Methodist property to a
third party
• Entering into a licence
• U
 se of Methodist property for a one-off
occasion

Downloadable leaflets
Churches and community partnerships
https://www.baptist.org.uk/Articles/368680/
BUC_Guideline_Leaflet.aspx
This leaflet will be helpful for churches that are
considering entering into a long term relationship
with a community partner, such as another
charity or a local authority. Free space in a
church building can sometimes be utilised by a
community project and this leaflet discusses the
issues to be considered in formalising such an
arrangement.
Churches and leases
https://www.baptist.org.uk/Articles/368779/BUC_
Guideline_Leaflet.aspx
Churches are often approached by other
commercial or charitable organisations who want
to make regular use of spare space in the church
building. A lease is often needed to properly
record the issues to consider and the rent, and
other agreed terms.
Hiring of church premises
https://www.baptist.org.uk/Articles/368778/BUC_
Guideline_Leaflet.aspx
Most churches hire out their premises to outside
groups. These may be one-off arrangements or a
regular booking. These notes will help churches
make appropriate arrangements and include
information about ensuring the safety of children
and vulnerable adults on church premises, and
insurance for outside events.
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Sharing buildings
guidance
Churches Together in England
The Sharers, Guests or Tenants resource is
particularly relevant.
https://www.cte.org.uk/Groups/101355/Home/
Resources/Sharing_Church_Buildings/Sharing_
Church_Buildings/Sharing_Church_Buildings.
aspx
Churches Together in England website on
Local Ecumenical Partnerships
https://www.cte.org.uk/Articles/312808/Home/
Resources/Local_Ecumenical_Partnerships/
What_is_an/Categories_of_LEP.aspx
Sharing Church Buildings Act 1969
Legislation: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukpga/1969/38/contents
Commentary: http://www.lawandreligionuk.
com/2012/12/28/complexities-of-church-sharing/
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Further reading
Article on the benefits and burdens of sharing
in Christianity Today
From a US perspective but includes helpful
insight.
https://www.christianitytoday.com/pastors/2018/
fall-state-of-church-ministry/two-churches-oneroof.html
Article on how to go about a property project
– Building by Biblical Principles by Michael
Barnes
https://www.religiousproductnews.com/
articles/2008-April/Feature-Articles/Building-byBiblical-Principles.htm

If the greatest burden for some historic churches is the upkeep of their buildings and the
greatest burden for some newer churches is having somewhere permanent to meet, perhaps
those two burdens can be alleviated by the big hearted sharing of Kingdom resources?
Could the sharing of church buildings between congregations be one way of making God’s
love visible to a broken and fractured community? It requires trust, friendship, believing the
best, preferring each other, but it is possible! This resource provides some helpful guidelines
and case studies to inspire possibility thinking. It will aid the important conversations taking
place around property issues that could lead to solutions that please Jesus, the head of the
church, as His people outwork his prayer in John 17 in very practical ways.
Ness Wilson, team leader, Open Heaven Church, Loughborough
Finding a place to call home is a challenge for many churches today. This booklet shares
best practice (and pitfalls to avoid) that will aid churches as they seek to secure a suitable
place of worship. In Firm Foundations, the Evangelical Alliance have produced a valuable
and timely resource that will serve new churches well.
Dr Andrew Rogers, Principal Lecturer in Practical Theology, University of Roehampton,
London and principal investigator for the AHRC Faith and Place network (2014–2016)
Firm Foundation is a well needed resource and guide that will help church planters to
secure appropriate place of worship without the worry of being exploited. I recommend this
resource book for anyone that is currently facing challenges with their place of worship and
for those who are planning to take in a new place of worship.
Rev Canon Yemi Adedeji, director of the One People Commission, Evangelical Alliance
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